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ABSTRACT: A newly discovered piezoelectrochemical (PZEC)
effect for the direct conversion of mechanical energy to chemical
energy is applied for the mechanically induced degradation of a
dye of C.I. Acid Orange (AO7) from aqueous solution in the
presence of BaTiO3 microdendrites. The mechanism of the
PZEC degradation of the dye depends on the ultrasonic
vibration used, in which the formation of the strain-induced
electric charges on the dendrite surface is due to the deformation
and local charge accumulation on the BaTiO3. With sufficient
applied electric potential, strained piezoelectric dendrites in AO7
aqueous solution triggered the decomposition reaction. The
process is monitored by following the decolorization rate of
AO7. The effects of pH, catalyst loading, and initial dye
concentration on dye degradation were also studied. Kinetic analyses reveal that the PZEC degradation rates of AO7 can be
approximated in terms of the Langmuir−Hinshelwood model. The value of the adsorption equilibrium constant, KAO7, was 0.149
(mgl−1)−1, and the value of the kinetic rate constant of the surface reaction, kc, was 0.50 mgl

−1 min−1. These new strain-induced
chemical reactions can provide a simple and cost-effective technology for decomposing organic pollutants in aqueous solution by
scavenging waste energy such as noise or stray environmental vibrations.

■ INTRODUCTION
Decolorization of dye has received significant attention due to
the increasing environmental protection demands on the
removal of pollution and eutrophication sources in waste
waters. These pollutants may generate dangerous byproducts
through chemical reactions in the wastewater phase.1−5

Traditionally, physical techniques, including adsorption on
activated carbon, ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis, and ion
exchange on synthetic adsorbent resins among others, are
utilized to remove the pollutants. However, these non-
destructive physical techniques usually result in the transfer
of the pollutants from water to another phase, which could
easily cause secondary pollution.6−8 Biological treatment
methods have been reported and found to be ineffective for
decolorization and degradation due to the large degree of
aromatics present in dye molecules and the stabilities of
modern dyes.9−11 Ozonation and chlorination have also been
used but often have high operating costs and slower reaction
rates.8,12,13 Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are alter-
native technologies for dye destruction.14−17 In recent years,
AOPs, TiO2, and ZnO have been used as effective, nontoxic,
and inexpensive semiconductor photocatalysts for the degra-
dation of organic chemicals and dyes.18−25 Nevertheless,
semiconductor based materials have limitations in conditional
usage and solar efficiency. Additionally, corrosion may occur for
these photocatalysts under low pH conditions,26 which could

lower the degradation efficiency of the dyes for these
applications.
In this study, we report the discovery of a phenomenonthe

direct conversion of mechanical energy to chemical energy,
termed the piezoelectrochemical (PZEC) effect, for a
mechanism of dye decomposition relying upon the piezo-
electric properties of the catalysts.27 Accordingly, we report the
findings of our research on tetragonal barium titanate (BaTiO3,
P4mm) along with the external mechanical force, to drive the
decomposition of methyl orange dye in aqueous solution. From
the study, we would like to demonstrate the potential
capabilities of this material for scavenging waste energy from
the environment, such as noise and vibration, to initiate
oxidation−reduction reactions of the absorbents, and further to
be applied for environmental cleaning technology. The effect of
pH and the amount of the BaTiO3 was examined. The kinetics
of PZEC degradation of methyl orange was expressed using the
Langmuir−Hinshelwood model.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials. The hydrothermal method28 was used to

synthesize BaTiO3 dendrite samples of the PZEC catalyst. All
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chemicals used as starting materials have a purity of 99.99%.
Addition of 25 mL of Ti(OC2H5)4 dropwise into 1.0 M acetic
acid was applied to prepare the pre-reaction precursor
Ti(OH)4. The solution was settled allowing the precipitate to
form in 72 h and was followed by rinsing the product with DI
water and drying at 60 °C. The as-synthesized Ti(OH)4
precursor and commercially available Ba(OH)2·8H2O were
then added (Ti:Ba = 1:1 in molar ratio) into 0.25 M NaOH.
After that, the mixture was placed in a Teflon cup at 60%
capacity and then stirred and sealed tightly in a stainless steel
autoclave (digestion bomb). The closed bomb (Parr-type) was
maintained at 200 °C for 6 h under hydrothermal reaction. The
bomb was then quenched in air at room temperature. The
resulting white precipitate was washed with DI water to remove
any adsorbed impurities and then cooled in air at room
temperature. C.I. Acid Orange (AO7) was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich. Figure 1 shows the structure of AO7.

BaTiO3 Dendrite Characterizations. Dried samples were
characterized by using powder X-ray diffraction using a Scintag
Pad V Diffractometer system with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1541
nm). Morphological observation and electron diffraction (ED)
of particles were measured on a Philips CM 200UT
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) with a spherical
aberration coefficient (Cs) of 0.5 mm and a point-to-point
resolution of 0.19 nm at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was also conducted using
a Hitachi S-3400N variable pressure scanning electron
microscope with a tungsten filament that delivers at least 50
nA of beam current.
Procedures. For the PZEC degradation of 4-(2-hydroxy-1-

naphthylazo)benzenesulfonic acid sodium salt (AO7, Figure 1)
(Sigma Aldrich), a known concentration of a mixture of the
AO7 (ranging from 10−6 to 10−4 mol/L) and BaTiO3
microdendrite powder was prepared in solution. These
mixtures were then transferred (5 mL) to a Pyrex glass tube,
which was placed in the center of a vibration tank. Ultrasonic
vibrations were carried out with a Branson 5510-MT Ultrasonic
Cleaner. The pH values were controlled at the desired level
using NaOH and H2SO4, and pH values were measured with a
pH meter (Accumet XL20). The concentration of the AO7 was
determined by using a spectrophotometer (UV−vis Spectro-
photometer, Thermo Evolution 600) at λmax = 485 nm and a
calibration curve. It is important to note that all of the reactions
were performed in dark conditions where we eliminated the
possibility of a photocatalytic reaction. All the experiments were
carried out at a temperature of 25 °C. We set the temperature
at 25 °C (slightly higher than room temperature ∼20 °C). The
water bath temperature was monitored and controlled by

adding a small amount of zero-degree water to avoid
temperature generated by sonication.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SEM images of hydrothermally synthesized BaTiO3 dendrites
are shown in Figure 2a. Precipitates of crystalline BaTiO3 with
perovskite structures were heated at 200 °C for 68 h in an
autoclave. The crystalline BaTiO3 exhibits a dendritic
morphology. The primary branches of the BaTiO3 dendrite
are typically ∼10 μm long rods that grow along [001], while
secondary branches develop along a different direction than the
primary rod. The secondary branches are a few micrometers in
length and have a similar width and height as the primary
branches. Figure 2b shows a transmission electron microscope
(TEM) image of the synthesized BaTiO3 dendrite. The inserted
electron diffraction pattern indicates the branches in the
dendrites and their crystallographic orientations. Each dendrite
is a single crystal of BaTiO3. The high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) image (Figure 2c) shows the (001) and (110)
lattice fringes.

Piezoelectrochemical Effect. The origin of the PZEC
effect, from application of an external mechanical force, was
demonstrated in a previous study.27 The strain-induced
potential is generated when an external mechanical energy is
applied, resulting in a bending or deformation of the BaTiO3
dendrite. The strain-induced electric potential is available for
the reduction and oxidation reaction via charge transfer to AO7
molecules adsorbed on the surface (Figure 3).

Spectral Changes of AO7 during PZEC Degradation.
Figure 4 shows the typical change in the absorption spectra of
AO7 solutions during the PZEC degradation process at
different vibration times. The decrease in intensity of a peak
at 485 nm (from AO7) indicates a rapid degradation of AO7
dye. The peak intensity weakened as the vibration time
increased (Figure 4). Also, after 10 min, the weak band
intensity at 300−310 nm started to decrease and disappeared
after 30 min.

Effect of Piezoelectrochemical Phenomenon and
BaTiO3 Microdendrites. Figure 5 shows variation in the
dye concentration as a function of time during the PZEC
degradation of AO7. The removal of AO7 was negligible in the
two controls (presence of BaTiO3 microdendrites without
ultrasonic vibration and with ultrasonic vibration but in the
absence of BaTiO3 microdendrites) (green and red lines in
Figure 5). In contrast, when both BaTiO3 microdendrites and
ultrasonic vibration are present, the AO7 dye was degraded
nearly 80% after 90 min of vibration. Results from our previous
study of the PZEC effect show that piezoelectric materials like
BaTiO3 with applied external mechanical stresses are capable of
the initiation of effective redox reactions including the
decomposition of water27 and the destruction of AO7. On
the basis of the PZEC phenomenon, we showed that the PZEC
induced degradation of organic compound in solution is
initiated by deformation of the piezoelectric material in
dendritic morphologies, followed by the accumulation of
electrons on the material surface. Accordingly, as in the redox
reactions triggered by deformation of the BaTiO3 micro-
dentrites in the aqueous solution, both water decomposition
(eqs 1−9) and the PZEC degradation of AO7 (eqs 10−12)
occurred simultaneously in the system.
Here we apply the ideas of photocatalytic decomposition and

hypothesize that the mechanism of PZEC degradation of AO7
is analogous to that of the photocatalytic process1,29−31 except

Figure 1. Chemical structure of (4-(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylazo)
benzenesulfonic acid sodium salt (C.I. Acid Orange 7, Color Index
Number: 15510).
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that the origins of the electron−hole pairs are now coming
from the strained BaTiO3 microdendrites instead of from
excited photoelectrons in the conduction band.
On the anode (negatively charged sides of the BaTiO3

microdendrite), the PZEC-induced electrons on the surface
attract the hydrogen from the water molecules and produce
hydrogen radicals H• (eq 2) which combine with other
hydrogen radicals, forming hydrogen gas (eq 3) as well as
reacting with water molecules generating hydrogen gas and

OH•. In contrast to the anode, the OH• on the cathode side
can be released by the holes that were accumulated on the
positively charged side of the BaTiO3 that attracts the electrons
on the negatively charged hydroxyl group (eq 5). The OH•

radicals formed in the system are the primary cause of the
degradation of AO7 in the reactions. This causes the
degradation of the dye.32,33 Additionally, the PZEC-induced
holes could possibly oxidize organic molecules, forming R+, or
oxidize OH− or H2O to OH• radicals.

Figure 2. (a) SEM and (b) a typical TEM image of BaTiO3 dendrites grown on glass substrate; (c) HRTEM image of one BaTiO3 crystal in the
dendrite showing (001) and (110) lattice fringes. (d) Schematic diagrams showing the shape of the BaTiO3 dendrite.

Figure 3. Schematic diagrams showing the charge development on the elongated BaTiO3 microcrystals due to its piezoelectric property. AO7 are
decomposed by deforming a BaTiO3 microdendrite in water via oxidation−reduction reactions.
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+ → +− +BaTiO vibration BaTiO (e h )3 3 (1)

Anode:

+ → +− − •4e 4H O 4OH 4H2 (2)

→•4H 2H2 (3)

Overall:

+ → +− −4e 4H O 4OH 2H2 2 (4)

Cathode:

→ +− − •4OH 4e 4OH (5)

+ → +• • •2(OH OH ) 2H O 2O2 (6)

→•2O O2 (7)

Overall:

→ + +− −4OH 4e 2H O O2 2 (8)

Net reaction of water decomposition:

→ +2H O 2H O2 2 2 (9)

Dye decomposition:

+ →•OH dye degradation product of dye (10)

+ →−e dye degradation product of dye (11)

+ →+h dye degradation product of dye (12)

It has been reported that the oxidative attack of AO7 leads to
benzene sulfonate and naphthoquinone formation as primary
products.17 In addition, benzene sulfonic acid, sulphanilic acid,
1,4-naphthquinne, phthalic acid,34 quinone, and 4-
hydroxybenzene sulfonic acid were all identified as products
of the photodegradation of AO7.35 Overall, 22 transformation
products such as 2-naphthol, 2-hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone,
and smaller aromatic intermediates were recognized via partial
and/or complete degradation of AO7.8,30,36 While considering
the degradation of AO7 via the PZEC effect, we have carefully
evaluated the potential influence of sonochemical degradation,
which is highly dependent on frequency and temperature.37−39

Velegraki et al. have identified the sonochemical degradation of
AO7 and its end-product using a vibration frequency of 80
kHz.40 Accordingly, the hydroxyl radicals are formed through
water sonolysis, and the radical reactions predominate with
volatile and hydrophobic species in the gaseous and interface
reacting with hydrophilic species in liquid bulk. In our study,
however, a lower vibration frequency, 40 kHz, was applied to
the system, and we found no degradation within 50 min of
vibration under standard conditions. Given that AO7 is a
nonvolatile compound, higher frequencies (i.e., 80 kHz) and/or
higher temperatures are usually needed for degradation to
occur. Since we did not observe any degradation for AO7 in
both controls (without vibration or with BaTiO3 only) (Figure
5), we predict that the formation of the hydroxyl radicals occurs
primarily by the PZEC-induced process, leading to a different
end-product of the AO7 degradation than as reported via
sonolytic oxidation.

Effect of the BaTiO3 Loading and Initial Dye
Concentration. Figure 6 shows the effect of the amount of

BaTiO3 microdendrites on the PZEC degradation efficiency.
The PZEC degradation efficiency increases with increasing
BaTiO3 concentration up to 0.025 g and then reaches a plateau
followed by a slight decrease. This can be explained by the
availability of strain-induced charges on the BaTiO3 micro-
dendrite surface and canceling of the opposite charges. The
total active surface area increased when the amount of the

Figure 4. Spectral changes of AO7 solution during vibration in the
presence of BaTiO3 microdendrites; [AO7] = 5.7 × 10−5 M; BaTiO3 =
0.05 g; pH neutral.

Figure 5. Effect of mechanical vibration and BaTiO3 microdendrites
on PZEC degradation of AO7; [AO7] = 5.7 × 10−5 M; BaTiO3 = 0.10
g; pH 6.55.

Figure 6. Effect of BaTiO3 amount on PZEC degradation efficiency of
Orange II at a vibration time of 60 min; [AO7] = 5.7 × 10−5 M; pH
6.55.
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dendrites in the system was increased. As a result, the efficiency
of the PZEC degradation was enhanced, while, at the same
time, there was a decrease in the overall charge potential as a
result of a decrease in the PZEC degradation performance. This
is likely due to the increased possibility of having opposite
charges in contact with each other due to collisions between
dendrites.
The effect of the initial AO7 concentration on the PZEC

degradation efficiency is shown in Figure 7. The efficiency of

color removal decreases as the initial dye concentration is
increased. We hypothesize that more dye molecules were
adsorbed on the surface of the BaTiO3 dendrites when the
initial concentration of the dye was increased. With a large
amount of adsorbed dye present in the system, ions from the
dye likely cover the active site, leading to the reduced formation
of hydroxyl radicals on the dendrite surface. The difference in
degradation efficiencies may be smaller if the reactions run
longer. Alternatively, unlike in the photocatalytic system, the
PZEC effect is an intrinsic property of the BaTiO3 micro-
dendrite, in which the screening effect of the dye ions in the
PZEC degradation process does not play a major role.
Effect of pH. The effect of pH on the PZEC degradation

efficiency of AO7 was tested at pH 2−11 and shown in Figure
8. The PZEC degradation efficiency was slightly decreased
under alkaline conditions. The efficiency was slightly increased
when the conditions were shifted toward acidic conditions, but
that was followed by a decline at the lower end of pH values

around pH 2. The highest degradation efficiency was found in
the pH range 4−8. Overall, the result, however, shows a weak
pH effect on the PZEC-induced dye degradation. Here we
notice that BaTiO3 is stable in a wide range of pH conditions
unlike ZnO, for which corrosion or dissolution will take place
under low pH conditions. In addition, the mechanical energy,
which is the driving force of the PZEC effect, is independent of
pH values; thus, the PZEC degradation via BaTiO3 dendrites
performed similarly in a wide range of pH. Nevertheless, the
BaTiO3 surface becomes negatively charged under alkaline
conditions, lowering the negatively charged dye and hydroxide
anions from adsorbing onto the dendrite surface.40 This
potentially explains the slightly decreased degradation rate
measured under higher pH values. By the same analogy, the
increase of the degradation rate at pH 4−8 could be due to a
stronger adsorption of the dye on the BaTiO3 surface.

Kinetics of PZEC Degradation of AO7. The Langmuir−
Hinshelwood model is used to express the PZEC degradation
kinetics of AO7. Here, the PZEC induced oxidation and
reduction reactions are assumed to be a rapid equilibrium
process and the rate determining step involves the oxidants and
reductants in a monolayer at the solid−liquid interface.41 The
PZEC degradation of AO7 using BaTiO3 microdendrites
exhibits a pseudo-first-order kinetics reaction with respect to
the concentration of AO7:

− =
t

k
d[AO7]

d
[AO7]obs (13)

for [AO7] = [AO7]0 at t = 0

=
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ k tln

[AO7]
[AO7]

0
obs

(14)

where kobs is the pseudo-first-order rate constant.
Figure 9 shows a plot of ln[AO7]0/[AO7] against time for

trials using different initial concentrations of AO7. The kobs

value was obtained by applying a least-squares regression. Table
1 shows the values of kobs for all experiments in this study. The
reaction rate proceeds by pseudo-first-order kinetics. The
kinetics constant decreased as the concentration of the initial
reactant increased. This is explained by the decrease in the
number of available electrons on the BaTiO3 surface due to the
taking up of electrons by AO7, and is directly proportional with

Figure 7. Effect of initial dye concentration on the PZEC degradation
efficiency of AO7; BaTiO3 = 0.05 g; pH 7.42.

Figure 8. Effect of pH on PZEC degradation of AO7 at a vibration
time of 50 min; [AO7] = 5.7 × 10−5 M; BaTiO3 = 0.05 g.

Figure 9. Determination of the pseudo-first-order kinetic rate
constant, kobs.
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the initial concentration of the AO7. The Langmuir−Hinshel-
wood model was used to express the relationship between the
initial degradation rate (r) and the initial concentration of
organic substrate for heterogeneous PZEC degradation

=
+

=r k
K

K
k

[AO7]
1 [AO7]

[AO7]c
AO7

AO7 0
obs

(15)

= +
k k K k

1 1 [AO7]

obs c MeO

0

c (16)

where KAO7 is the Langmuir−Hinshelwood adsorption
equilibrium constant.
Table 1 shows the obtained values, and 1/kobs versus [AO7]0

is plotted in Figure 10. By using a least-squares best fit method,

the adsorption equilibrium constant (KAO7) and the kinetic rate
constant (kc)

18,19 were found to be 0.149 (mgl−1)−1 and 0.50
mgl−1 min−1, respectively.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The piezoelectrochemical oxidation of AO7 has been studied
using BaTiO3 microdendrites as a PZEC catalyst. PZEC
degradation was inactive when BaTiO3 microdendrites and/or
external mechanical energy (i.e., ultrasonic vibration) were
absent in the system. The AO7 degradation results confirm that
the degree of degradation of AO7 was affected by the PZEC
effect and depends upon the vibration time and amount of the
PZEC catalyst. PZEC degradation was affected by the initial
dye concentration due to the covering of the activation sites by
the dye ions. The PZEC effect, however, is based on the
intrinsic properties of the materials used, in which the screening
effect of the dye ions does not play an important role. Further,
BaTiO3 can persist at a wide range of pH values without being

decomposed, although slight influences of pH were observed
on the PZEC degradation performance.
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